Enriching Students’ Lives

Worcester County Public Schools
GIFTED & TALENTED

PREK – SECOND GRADE
Students in these grades participate in the Primary Talent Development (PTD) program

THIRD - FOURTH GRADE
Students in these grades participate in Kingore Gifted Potential program

FIFTH – EIGHTH GRADE
Students in these grades participate in school-based enrichment (i.e. enrichment class, Gateway labs, Phoenix labs, Research Investigations, etc.)

NINTH – TWELTH GRADE
Students in these grades are able to enroll in advanced classes, Project Lead The Way, AP courses, dual enrollment, etc.

PURPOSE & PHILOSOPHY
The purpose of our GT Program is to provide challenging activities and more complex materials to meet the needs of high achieving and gifted students. The curriculum is multidisciplinary and varies from school to school. The program provides student-centered, discovery learning, rather than acceleration or compacting, whenever possible.

For more information about GT, please email Tamara Mills, Coordinator of Instruction, tjmills@mail.worcester.k12.md.us